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FOREWORD 

The work reported herein was done at the request of the Armament 
Development and Test Center (Air Force Armament Laboratory), Air 
Force Systems Command (AFSC) under Program Element 63716F, 
System 670A. 

The results of the tests presented were obtained by ARO, Inc. 
(a subsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, Inc.),  contract 
operator of the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC),  (AFSC), 
Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee, under Contract F40600-72-C-0003. 
The tests were conducted from April 17 to 25,   1970, September 18 to 25, 
1970, October 23 to 26,  1970, and on March 10,  1971, under ARO 
Projects No.  VT0975 and PC0003.    The manuscript was submitted for 
publication on April 2,  1971. 

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved. 

Emmett A. Niblack, Jr. Joseph R. Henry 
Lt Colonel, USAF Colonel,  USAF 
AF Representative,  VKF Director of Test 
Directorate of Test 
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ABSTRACT 

Currently the Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL) is develop- 
ing an Advanced Tactical Rocket (ATR).    The ATR aerodynamic configu- 
ration is being designed by the von Karman Gas Dynamics Faculty of the 
Arnold Engineering Development Center for AFATL.    The detaüs of the 
development of the aerodynamic configuration are presented in this re- 
port     It contains the results of wind-tunnel tests, a trajectory analysis, 
and a dispersion analysis.   The wind-tunnel tests provided essential data 
necessary for the trajectory and dispersion investigations.   Static-force 
and moment tests were conducted over a broad range of Mach numbers 
(0. 3 to 4. 5), Reynolds number (1. 4 x 106 to 17. 1 x 10ö), and angle of 
attack (-3 to 10 deg).    These test data were used in a six-degree-of- 
freedom trajectory program to obtain the basic trajectory and dispersion 
results.   Included in the dispersion study are the effects of thrust mis- 
alignment, fin misalignment, initial angular disturbances,  and cross- 
winds.    This study indicates that both a 2. 5- and a 3. 0-caliber tangent 
ogive nose are acceptable and that a 2. 0-caliber tau fin with an 11-deg 
leading-edge sweep angle is most advantangeous.    The tau fin should 
either be canted to 0. 5 deg or have 10-deg (0. 36 sq in., area) roll tabs 
to provide the required roll characteristics.   An initial spin rate of 
500 rpm is necessary for low dispersion of the rocket. 

Distribution limitecVto U.S. Governmerlf agencies only; 
this import contains information on tost and evaluatkm of 

tary  hardware; JuV   1971; oüfer  requests forVhis 
:ument must be refarred to firmament Developme? 

id Test Center (DLDGJ.lJdijy'ÄFB, Florida 32542. 

ved for Dubiic release This documen» has been approved for^D.icre^    ^ ^ „ 
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A Dispersion in mils, A = r/Rs x 1000 

7 Elevation flight path angle, deg 
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SUBSCRIPTS 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 

Currently the Air Force Armament Laboratory of Eglin Air Force 
Base is developing an Advanced Tactical Hocket (ATR) and an associated 
launcher.    Basically, the ATR is to be an unguided, fin-stabilized, air- 
launched missile.   The ATR aerodynamic configuration is being designed 
by the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) of the Arnold Engineer- 
ing Development Center (AEDC) for the AFATL.   The ATR launcher is 
being investigated by the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility (FWT) and 
will be reported in a separate report. 

Two series of wind-tunnel tests (designated Phase 1 and Phase 2 
tests) have been conducted on ATR configurations.    The Phase 1 tests 
were conducted to investigate basic nose and tail-fin effects on the static 
stability, drag, and static rolling-moment characteristics.   The Phase 2 
tests were conducted to obtain the roll-damping characteristics and to 
obtain data on other tail-fin configurations.   The data from the wind- 
tunnel tests were used in a six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) computer 
program to obtain trajectory and dispersion information.    This report 
contains design considerations, the results of the wind-tunnel test pro- 
gram,  and an analysis of the trajectory and dispersion study. 

The static-force and roll tests on the ATR configuration models 
were conducted in the AEDC Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (4T) of the FWT 
and the Supersonic Wind Tunnel (A) of the VKF.   Data were obtained at 
Mach numbers from 0. 3 to 4. 5 at free-stream Reynolds numbers, 
based on model length, between 1.4 x 106 and 17. 1 x 106.    Angle of 
attack was varied from -3 to 10 deg. 

SECTION II 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1   GENERAL 

The ATR configuration length (66 in.) and diameter (3. 5 in.) were 
specified by AFATL.   Also, the ATR is to be tube-launched so that the 
fins must be contained within the 3. 5-in.  diam at launch and then pop 
out to their extended position.    It was preferable that the fins have a 
hinge line running along the chord of the fin parallel to the model center- 
line; this limits the span of the fin (see Fig.  1, Appendix I).    Therefore, 
with these limitations, the aerodynamic design problem develops into one 
of defining an acceptable nose shape and tail-fin configuration. 
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2.2  NOSE SHAPE 

The drag and volume are the two prime considerations in selecting 
the nose shape for the ATR.   If exotic low-drag nose shapes are ex- 
cluded because of manufacturing difficulty and the wide ATR Mach num- 
ber range, the primary shapes to be considered are the cone, secant 
ogive, and tangent ogive.   For any given nose length, the secant ogive 
has a lower drag than the cone or the tangent ogive (Ref.  1), both of 
which have essentially the same drag.   The nose volume, of course, is 
minimum for the. cone and maximum for the tangent ogive.   For the 
initial study, the small decrease in the drag by going to the secant 
ogive was not felt to be necessary since warhead volume would be de- 
creased.    If a drag reduction is deemed necessary after considering 
the rocket motor performance, then a secant ogive shape will be con- 
sidered.   Therefore, tangent ogive noses of 2. 5 and 3. 0 calibers in 
length were selected for the preliminary configurations. 

2.3 TAIL FINS 

As explained earlier, the maximum tail-fin span is fixed by the 
folding arrangement selected by AFATL.   Also, a tail chord length of 
2 calibers is the maximum allowable length because of the nozzle and 
propellent volume considerations as specified by AFATL. 

Thus, the primary parameters for the fin design are fin span, 
chord, sweep angle, and thickness.    Since the maximum allowable fin 
span and chord are known, the only consideration is whether they should 
be reduced.    The static margin increases approximately linearly with 
fin span (Ref.  2).    Therefore, the maximum allowable fin span was 
selected for the preliminary configurations. 

For similar configurations (Ref.  2), the static margin had been 
found to increase for increasing fin chord length up to approximately 
1. 5 to 2 calibers and then start leveling off.   Therefore, fin chord 
lengths of 1. 5 and 2. 0 calibers were selected for the preliminary inves- 
tigation. 

As is widely known (Refs.  3 and 4), fins can be made more effec- 
tive in producing lift at certain Mach numbers by sweeping the leading 
edge.    If the fin planform area can be kept constant, the fins can be 
optimized for a particular Mach number by the fin sweep angle.    How- 
ever, for the ATR there is a wide range of flight Mach numbers, and 
sweeping the fin reduces the fin area since the trailing edge cannot ex- 
tend beyond the model base.   Therefore, it is believed that considering 
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the full range of flight Mach numbers, the best performance would be 
obtained from the maximum area fin (zero-sweep angle).    However, 
.other considerations suggest that some sweep of the fins is necessary 
for the best mechanical operation of the fins during their unfolding 
sequence.    Therefore, fins of 0- and 45-deg sweep angle were investi- 
gated in the Phase 1 tests, and 11-deg swept fins were tested during 
the Phase 2 tests. 

To minimize the error from thrust and fin misalignments,  it is 
necessary to spin the vehicle.   AFATL personnel requested that the fin 
leading edges be beveled to produce a rolling torque large enough to 
spin the vehicle at a rate of 1200 rpm.     The bevel was selected over 
canting the fins because of the ease of manufacturing.   However, as 
will be shown later, the beveled fins produced undesirable roll char- 
acteristics, so fins with roll tabs and cant angle were tested.    Also, 
fins with conical protrusions at their base to produce roll and to allow 
for a larger rocket exit area were investigated along with a tail section 
with a simulated rocket nozzle extending from the flat section of the aft 
tail portion (Fig.  2 c). 

The fin thickness must be large enough for strength considerations 
and allowance of adequate bevel angle, but excessive thickness gives a 
drag penalty.    For the ATR, the thickness also controls to some extent 
the allowable span because the fin must fold within the cylinder outside 
diameter.    A fin thickness of 0. 2 in. was selected and represents a 
reasonable compromise. 

Since the possibility exists that the rocket plume could change the 
vehicle aerodynamic characteristics and possibly cause flight problems, 
the effects of a simulated plume (Fig.  2d) were investigated.    The size 
of the plume was selected by personnel of the Air Force Rocket Pro- 
pulsion Laboratory (RPL) at Edwards Air Force Base.    According to 
the RPL personnel, the selected plume size is probably larger than 
could be expected in the ATR trajectory and therefore can be considered 
conservative in judging its effect. 

SECTION III 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

3.1   ATR TEST MODELS 

Details of the 0. 5-scale Phase 1 model and of the 0. 57-scale Phase 2 
model are shown in Figs.   1 and 2, respectively.    Photographs of the 
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Phase 1 model are shown in Fig.  3.    Basically, the ATR model is a 
tangent ogive cylinder with cruciform fins mounted to a square section 
at the base.   The square section is necessary for the fins to fold down 
on the actual vehicle such that it may be tube launched.   Throughout 
this report the configurations will be designated by NaTfc where the Na 
designates either the Ni or N2 nose and TD designates one of the tail- 
fin configurations.   Two tangent ogive noses of 2. 5 calibers (Ni) and 
3. 0 calibers (N2) in length were tested.   The initial series of the 
Phase 1 tests was conducted on the model with no fins and with the three 
sets of 11-deg bevel fins (Ti, T2, and T3)(Fig. la).   The smaller 
45-deg swept fins (Ti) were then modified to make the fin cross section 
symmetrical (Fin T4, Fig.  lb).   Three sets of tabs (Fig.  lb) were then 
attached to. the T4 fin to provide rolling-moment capability.    The tabs 
were designed to give adequate tube clearance with the fins in the folded 
position. 

The Phase 2 model, which was tested to determine the roll char- 
acteristics of the ATR and to obtain the static aerodynamic data for 
different tail fins, had fins with a 11-deg leading-edge sweep angle. 
This sweep angle was chosen to allow for easier fin opening.   The 
Phase 2 model (Fig. 2b) was tested with fins of three different roll tabs, 
with fins of cant angles of 0. 5 and 1. 0 deg, and with fins with three 
different conical protrusions at the trailing edge.   Details of the nozzle 
simulator and the plume simulator are shown in Figs.  2c and 2d, respec- 
tively. 

3.2   INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURE 

Model static forces and moments were measured with a six- 
component, moment-type, strain-gage balance supplied by VKF.   In the 
VKF, base pressures were measured with 1- and 15-psid transducers 
referenced to a near vacuum.   In the PWT, base pressures were mea- 
sured with 5-psid transducers, referenced to free-stream pressure. 

For the roll-damping tests, the model was mounted on ball bearings 
and allowed to spin at its steady-state spin rate.    The spin rate was 
monitored using a photocell diode-type tachometer.   Knowing the static 
rolling moment and the steady-state spin rate the roll-damping deriva- 
tive coefficient was found by: 

Cip.= (Ci/Pssd)/2Va 
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The bearing damping for the higher spin rates is estimated from other 
tests to be approximately two percent of the present aerodynamic damp- 
ing.   This is within the expected accuracy of the dynamic data, and 
therefore, no corrections were made for the bearing damping. 

3.3  TEST FACILITIES 

The Aerodynamic Wind Tunnel (4T) is a closed-circuit, continuous 
flow, variable density wind tunnel that can be operated at Mach numbers 
from 0. 10 to 1.40.    At all Mach numbers, the stagnation pressure can 
be varied from about 2 to 26 psia.   The test section is 48 in. square 
and 150 in. long with perforated, variable porosity (0. 5 to 6. 0 percent) 
walls.    It is completely enclosed in a plenum chamber from which the 
air can be evacuated, allowing part of the tunnel airflow to be removed 
through the perforated walls of the test section.    The wall perforations 
are 0. 50-in.-diam holes inclined 60 deg from the normal to the wall sur- 
face.    This design allows control of wave attenuation and blockage effects. 
Further control of wall interference effects can be accomplished by con- 
verging or diverging the top and bottom test section walls by as much as 
0.5 deg. 

The Supersonic Wind Tunnel (A) is a continuous, closed-circuit, 
variable density wind tunnel with an automatically driven flexible-plate - 
type nozzle and a 40- by 40-in. test section.    The tunnel can be operated 
at Mach numbers from 1. 5 to 6 at maximum stagnation pressures from 
29 to 200 psia, respectively, and at stagnation temperatures up to 750°R. 
Minimum stagnation pressures range from about one-tenth to one- 
twentieth of the maximum pressure at each Mach number.    Mach num- 
ber changes may be made without stopping the tunnel in most instances. 
The model can be injected into the tunnel for a test run and then re- 
tracted for model changes without interrupting the tunnel flow.    For 
more information on Tunnels 4T and A, see Ref.  5. 
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SECTION IV 
TEST CONDITIONS AND PRECISION OF DATA 

4.1   TEST CONDITIONS 

A test summary is given in Table I, Appendix n.    The nominal 
-tunnel conditions at which the tests were conducted are given below. 

Phase 1 Model 

Nominal Po, T0, Poo, <U r> 

Mm psia °R psia psia Reje x 10'b 

0.3 23.8 560 22.3 1.41 8.25 
0.6 22.2 17.4 4.39 13.8 

16.1 12.6 3. 18 10.5 
12.0 9.4 2.37 7.43 

1 1 7.1 5.57 1.41 4.40 
0  8 18.7 12.3 5. 50 13.8 
0.9 17.7 10.5 5.94 13.8 
1.0 17.1 9.04 6.33 13.8 
1.1 20.8 9.74 8.25 17. 1 

16.8 7.86 6.65 13.8 
12.8 5.97 5.06 10.5 

1f 9.1 4.24 3.59 7.43 
1.3 16.7 6.03 7. 13 13.8 
1.5 17.3 4.70 7.39 13.8 
2.0 20.5 2.62 7.34 13.8 

15.6 1.99 5.58 10.5 
. 11.1 1.42 3.96 7.43 

6.6 0.839 2.35 4.40 
• ' 2.1 0.262 0.734 1.38 

2. 5 26.1 ' ' 1.53 6.69 13.8 
3.0 34.8 570 0.948 5.97 13.8 
3.5 45.3 '     0.594 5.09 13.8 
4.0 58.8 0.387 4.33 13.8 

44.6 0.294 3.29 10.5 
31.7 0.209 2.34 7.43 
18.8 0.124 1.39 4.40 

■ ■ 5.9 i 

0.0387 0.433 1.38 
4 5 75.6 ' ■ 0.261 3.70 13.8 
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Phase 2 Model 

Nominal Po* To* Pa» q<D» V 
Rejg x 10-6 

M. psia °R psia psia ft/sec 

0.3 20.9 5£ 0 19. 6 1.24 345 8.25 
0.6 19.6 15.3 3.86 672 13.8 
0. 8 16.5 10.8 4.84 873 
1.0 15.1 7.95 5.57 1060 
1. 1 14.8 6.91 5.86 1150 
1.3 14.7 5.30 6.27 1300 
1.5 15.2 4.13 6.50 1440 
2.5 23.0 1 • 1.35 5.89 1930 
3.5 39.9 570 0.523 4.48 2200 
4.5 66.5 5P JO 0.230 3.26 2340 " 

4.2  PRECISION OF DATA 

Before the tests, balance static loadings were applied which simu- 
lated the model loading range anticipated during the tests.    The uncer- 
tainties listed below correspond to the differences between the applied 
loads and the values calculated by the final data reduction balance equa- 
tions . 

Design Maximum 
Balance Components Load Static Loads Uncertainties 

Normal force, lb 150 75 ±0. 20 

Pitching moment,  in. -lb 510 265 ±1.52 

Rolling moment, in.-lb 100 48 ±0. 11 

Axial force, lb 25 15 ±0. 11 

The uncertainties for the basic tunnel parameters pQJ TQ,  and M,,, 
were estimated from calibration of the p0 and T0 instruments and exami- 
nation of tunnel-flow uniformity and repeatability.    These uncertainties, 
along with the estimated balance uncertainties, were then used to com- 
pute the uncertainties in the force coefficients listed below,  assuming 
a random combination of the uncertainties (Ref.  6). 
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Estimated Uncertainty4 

Nominal 
percent 

±3.3 ±0.059 

m 

±0.26 ±0.019 

CA 

0.3 ±0.032 
0.6 ±1.7 ±0.019 ±0.082 ±0.006 ±0.010 
0.8 ±1.7 ±0.015 ±0.066 ±0.005 ±0.032 
0.9 ±1.1 ±0.014 ±0.061 ±0.004 ±0. 008 
1.0 ±1.1 ±0.013 ±0.057 ±0.004 ±0.007 
1.1 ±1.6 ±0.010 ±0.044 ±0.003 ±0. 006 
1.3 ±3.3 ±0.012 ±0.051 ±0.004 ±0.006 
1.5 ±2.8 ±0.011 ±0.049 ±0.004 ±0.010 
2.0 ±1.6 ±0.011 ±0.049 ±0.004 ±0.007 
2.5 ±2.3 ±0.012 ±0.054 ±0.004 ±0.007 
3.0 ±1.3 ±0.014 ±0.060 ±0.004 ±0.008 
3.5 ±2.3 ±0.016 ±0.071 ±0.005 ±0. 009 
4.0 ±1.6 ±0.019 ±0.083 ±0.006 ±0.011 
4.5 ±1.9 ±0.022 ±0.098 ±0. 012 ±0.012 

*Rei = 13.8 x106 

SECTION V 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 4 presents the typical variation of the static stability, 
rolling-moment,  and axial-force coefficients with angle of attack. 
These curves are for the N2T3 configuration at M9 = 0.3,  1.0, 2.5, 
and 4. 5.   The variations of CJSJ and Cm with a were essentially linear 
up to 3 or 4 deg, and C^ and C& were practically constant for the lower 
angles of attack. *  Thus, these data indicate that CJJ , Cm , C^, 

and Cjg evaluated at a = 0 can be used in trajectory calculations without 
any loss of accuracy as long as the vehicle does not reach angles of 
attack greater than 4 deg.    The data are typical of the results of the 
other finned configurations in that there was no indication of any anom- 
alies that would be detrimental to the rocket flight if sufficient disturb- 
ances were introduced to cause high angles of attack. 

*The moment data are referenced to the burnout center of gravity 
(0.421JQ unless otherwise stated. 
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The effect of fin configuration on the stability derivatives, static 
margin, and axial force at a = 0 is illustrated in Fig.  5.   The stability 
data exhibit the normal trend of high static stability at the subsonic and 
transonic Mach numbers and the decrease of stability in the supersonic 
region.   The finned configurations were all statically stable throughout 
the Mach number range.    At Mach numbers below 1. 5, the static 
margin was essentially the same for each fin configuration; however, 
in the critical supersonic regime the static margin increased with fin 
plan area, with T3 and Tg having the higher and essentially the same 
stability indicating no significant loss from the 11-deg swept leading 
edge.    There was no notable effect of the roll tabs (T4B) on the stability. 
The body-alone data are also presented and are necessary in calculat- 
ing the dynamic coefficients as will be shown later.    The method of 
Ref.  7 adequately estimates the stability margin and is sufficient for a 
preliminary analysis.    This method (Ref. 7) utilizes empirical corre- 
lations and because of this is limited to 0. 6 < M,,, < 3. 0.   Therefore, 
another theoretical estimate using the method of Ref.  8 and shock- 
expansion theory is included for M,,, = 1. 5 to 4. 5 and compares well with 
the data. 

The axial-force coefficient for the Phase 1 model {Fig.  5d) also in- 
creased with fin planform area and with the T3 fins the vehicle axial 
force was 1. 3 times the body-alone axial force.    The data show that the 
addition of the roll tabs increased the axial-force coefficient slightly 
over 10 percent.    The method of Ref.  7 proved to be inadequate for pre- 
dicting C&.   Therefore, the method of Ref.  9 was used and, as shown in 
Fig.  5d, the results compare quite well with the present experimental 
data.    For the analytical estimate, the model was assumed to have a 
straight cylindrical afterbody; thus, the effect of the square aft section 
was not considered.   The axial-force coefficient variation for the 
Phase 2 model is presented in Fig.  5e.    The fins with the conical pro- 
trusions and nozzle simulator, which as stated earlier would allow the 
actual vehicle to have a larger rocket exit area, had a substantially 
higher drag. 

The effect of nose shape on the stability and axial-force coefficients 
of the ATR model is shown in Fig.  6.   The model with the slender 
(3. 0-caliber) nose, N2, was only slightly more statically stable but had 
a notably lower drag at Mach numbers greater than 1.3. 

The variation of the stability derivatives,  static margin,  and axial 
force with Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 7 for the N2T3 configu- 
ration.    The data, which are typical of the other configurations, show 
some slight variations at the lower Mach numbers, but the values are 
essentially constant for the higher Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers 
to be encountered during the flight. 
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The variation of the rolling-moment coefficient at a = 0 with Mach 
number for the Phase 1 fin configurations is shown in Fig.  8.   The data 
show that the fins with the 11-deg beveled leading edge (Ti, T2, T3) 
had a rolling moment which was near zero for MB = 1 and reversed 
direction in the supersonic Mach number range.    Theoretically and ex- 
perimentally (Refs.   10,  11, and 12) considering each fin separately, the 
reversed rolling moment would not occur until possibly at low subsonic 
Mach numbers.   The strange roll reversal characteristics were attributed 
to the shock from the bevel interacting with the flow over the square base 
and creating a high pressure on the aft portion of the adjacent fin.   This 
pressure evidently counteracted the bevel pressure at the lower Mach 
numbers.   Obviously, this type of roll reversal characteristic can lead 
to higher missile dispersion since any manufacturing asymmetries 
would not be averaged over a roll cycle.    Therefore, the bevel was 
taken off the Tj fin and roll tabs added to the aft portion {Fig.  lb).    The 
tab fin data show the desirable constant direction rolling moment, and 
the values agree quite well with the theoretical estimate (Ref. 10).    For 
the Phase 1 tabs tested, the data show only small variations in the' 
rolling-moment coefficient with length and span.   As is shown in Fig.  9, 
there were no notable effects of Reynolds number on Cg. 

A more extensive study of the roll characteristics of the ATR for 
various fins was made in the Phase 2 tests; the data are shown in 
Fig.  10.   The rolling-moment coefficient variations with Mach number, 
shown in Fig.   10a, indicate that all of the conical protrusion fins had a 
much larger rolling moment than one would expect from using simple 
cone theory for the protrusion pressure.   The tab fins and the canted 
fins of 0. 5 and 1. 0 deg have the lower level and more expected rolling- 
moment coefficients.   The roll-damping-derivative coefficients for all 
the 11-deg swept leading-edge fins were essentially equal, and the 
variation with Mach number is presented in Fig.   10b.    The actual 
criteria for comparing the roll characteristics of the different fins are 
the roll rates.   The steady-state spin rate for the wind-tunnel conditions 
is shown in Fig.   10 c.   For the ATR flight purposes a spin rate high 
enough to adequately average any asymmetries, but less than 2000 rpm 
to avoid large Magnus effects, is desirable.   Of course, judgement must 
be made on the trajectory spin rate history, but the wind-tunnel steady- 
state spin rates certainly indicate that T5, Tß, and T9 have the most 
promising roll characteristics.    Certainly, even the smallest conical 
protrusion fin leads to roll rates much too high. 

Data were also obtained on fin T5A (same dimensions as T5 but with 
the tab made by bending out the fin) which has obvious production advan- 
tages.   As the data in Fig.  10a show, the void behind the roll tab in- 
creased the rolling moment substantially and would lead to too high a 
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roll rate.   Therefore, if on the production projectile the tab is pro- 
duced by a pressing operation, the tab size must be decreased. 

As was discussed earlier, tests were conducted with a simulated 
plume cone mounted on the sting behind the model.    There was no 
.notable effect of the plume except on the rolling-moment coefficient of 
N2T5 and N2T9 at Mach numbers < 1. 0 where, as shown in Fig.  10a, 
the rolling-moment coefficient was reduced approximately 20 percent. 
No effect of the plume was found on the static stability at any condition. 
As stated by RPL personnel, the plume shape used in the tests was 
conservative; therefore, the wind-tunnel results indicate that the plume 
would have no notable effect on the ATR flight performance. 

SECTION VI 
COMPUTER INVESTIGATION OF THE ATR PERFORMANCE 

6.1   GENERAL 

A comparison of the various ATR configurations cannot be made on 
wind-tunnel aerodynamic data alone.    The effect of the aerodynamic 
differences on the ATR trajectory and dispersion must be assessed to 
fully judge the different configurations.    The measured static and roll- 
damping data,   calculated dynamic coefficients,  and estimated ATR 
physical and thrust characteristics were used in a six-degree-of - 
freedom (6-DOF) flight path study computer program (Ref.   13) to in- 
vestigate the vehicle trajectory. 

6.2   REQUIRED INPUT DATA 

The required aerodynamic input data are presented in Figs.  10 
through 14 and in more complete tabulated form in Table II, Appendix n. 
The static data and the roll-damping data are, of course, the experi- 
mentally determined data.    The aerodynamic pitch-damping coefficients 
were calculated using the static data in the following equations (Refs.  14, 
15, and 16): 

<WT ■ -2<CN„)BT-B(^5^)' 
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'Ulf ■ S'B+S'i 

(CNq)B ■ 2<CN 

(cNq)T-a<CNa>BT.B(
XcpT

d"Xcg) 

cNq ■ <cNq)B + <cNq)T 

The total axial-force coefficient (C^.) was used for the entire trajectory. 
Of course, this is not correct for the thrust phase of the trajectory, but 
the error introduced (by the additional base drag) was calculated to be 
0. 15 percent of the thrust and is considered negligible. 

The vehicle characteristics as estimated by AFATL personnel and 
used in the trajectory analysis are: 

Time 
from Vacuum 

Launch, Mass, Xcg, Jx, h. Thrust, 
sec slugs 

1.465 

ft 

2.695 

slug-sq ft 

0.0174 

slug-sq ft 

3.65 

lb 

0 2200 
0.5 1.325 2. 650 0.0160 3.36 
1.0 1. 182 2. 581 0.0146 3.06 
1.5 1.042 2. 500 0.0132 2.77 
2.0 0.897 2.419 0.0128 2.48 
2.25 0.839 2.318 0.0108 2.32 ■ - 

>2.25 0.839 2.318 0.0108 2.32 C ) 

6.3   BASIC TRAJECTORY DATA 

The basic trajectory data for configuration N2T3 are presented in 
Figs.  15 and 16.    The variations of Mach number (Mj, altitude (h), 
and dynamic pressure (q,,,) with vehicle flight time and h versus down- 
range displacement (Rx) are presented for initial altitudes of 7000 
and 5000 ft with various initial launcher velocities ranging from 0 to 
844 ft/sec.   An initial flight elevation angle of -30 deg and an initial 
angle of attack and pitch rate of zero were used for these trajectories. 
The trajectory data show that a maximum Mach number of 4. 4 and a 
peak q,,, of 2. 45 x 10^ psf are obtained at motor burnout. 
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The impact flight time, Mach number, and horizontal range are 
presented in Fig.  17 as a function of initial velocity for configurations 
N2T4« N2T2, N2T5, N2T8, N2Tg(N), and N2T3.   Also, the slant range 
versus initial velocity is shown in Fig.  18.    The data show the expected 
trends of decreasing flight time and increasing Mach number and range 
with increasing initial velocity.    The computed trajectory data show less 
than three-percent variation of these parameters between these different 
configurations.   For clarity, since the small differences are not dis- 
tinguishable on the plots, the impact values of M^, t, Rx for configura- 
tions N2T5, N2T8, and N2T9QSO are listed below for Vj = 844 ft/sec 
and hi = 7000 ft. 

At Impact (Vj = 884 ft/sec, h-, = 7000 ft) 

Configuration M. t, sec Rx, ft 

N2T3 3.59 3.91 11,383 
N2T5 3.53 3.94 11,380 
N2T8 3.57 3. 92 11,382 
N2T9(N) 3.34 4.01 11,370 

The values indicate the actual small effect that the different drag values 
(see Fig.  5e) have on the actual trajectory of the ATR with its predicted 
thrust capability.   Therefore, the drag is not of major concern when 
comparing the various configurations. 

The variation of spin rate with flight time for configurations N2T5, 
N2T8, N2T9,  and N2T10 is shown in Fig.   19.    The trajectory results 
are computed with an initial spin rate of 500 rpm which, as will be 
shown later, is required for low dispersion.   The computed results 
indicate that configurations with rolling-moment coefficients higher 
than those of N2T5 (see Fig.   10) would spin the vehicle to a roll rate 
higher than desired for the ATR flight.    The roll rate is to be kept 
below 2000 rpm to reduce any possible Magnus effects causing larger 
dispersion and also to avoid any stress problems associated with high 
spin rates.    Therefore, from roll considerations tab T5 or the 0. 5-deg 
canted fin (Tg) produce acceptable results. 

6.4   DISPERSION 

Dispersion of a rocket from the intended flight path can be caused 
by launch errors, thrust misalignments, fin misalignments, and wind 
effects.   The effect of these various factors was examined independ- 
ently by the use of the 6-DOF computer program to compute the trajec- 
tory of the ATR configurations with a known misalignment, launch error, 
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or wind effect.   The deviation of this trajectory from the trajectory with 
no dispersion-producing factors was calculated and the dispersion in 
mils obtained.   The dispersion of a given trajectory. A, is defined as 
the distance between its impact point and that from the zero-error tra- 
jectory in a plane perpendicular to the initial flight path angle and non- 
dimensionalized by the slant range, that is, 

A = 4r- x 1000, mils ws 

6.4.1 Launch Error Effects 

Dispersion can arise from errors induced at launch.   Launch 
errors that effectively give the rocket initial angle of attack or an 
initial pitch rate were investigated, and the dispersions are shown in 
Figs. 20 and 21.    The data obtained from the computer 6-DOF trajec- 
tories show that all the configurations have similar dispersions for 
initial angles of attack up through 1 deg.    However, for an initial angle 
of attack of 2 deg, the least statically stable configuration N2T4 has a 
dispersion of 2. 5 mils, approximately 40 percent more th.an.N2T2, 
N2T5, and N2T3.    For initial pitch rates up to 0. 15 radians/sec, the 
dispersion of all the configurations is similar and less than 2 mils.   It 
should be noted that the initial disturbance values used are only assumed 
values and do not necessarily represent maximum values.   Detail mea- 
surements of the forces and moments induced on the rocket vehicle as 
it leaves the launcher would be necessary to make any absolute calcu- 
lations.    However, the trends do indicate, as one would suspect, that 
the configurations with higher static stability will be affected less by 
launch error. 

6.4.2 Wind Effects 

Winds can cause dispersion of rockets not only in the conventional 
drift manner but can also cause the rocket to "weathercock. "   When 
the rocket weathercocks into the wind, the thrust vector is turned, thus 
the rocket can be driven upwind and large dispersions can result.   For 
aircraft firings it might be assumed that the plane will be drifting with 
the wind, thus the rocket will have a velocity of zero relative to the 
crosswind and therefore wül not weathercock.    These two different 
firing conditions are illustrated in Fig. 22, and the coordinate systems 
are illustrated in Fig. 23.   Dispersions caused by firing under each con- 
dition were investigated.   The variations of the lateral displacement with 
downrange distance are shown in Fig, 24 for both types of firings.   The 
computed trajectory data show the large distances that the rocket is 
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thrusted laterally when it is fired without a lateral velocity equal to that 
of the wind.    The data show for configuration N2T3 or N2T5 (both have 
such similar static margins that there is no notable difference) that the 
rocket goes laterally upwind 115 ft when it weathercocks compared to 
only a 40-ft drift when it is fired with a lateral velocity equal to that of 
the wind.   Similar behavior of rockets fired into a crosswind have been 
noted in Ref.   17. 

Obviously, rockets should be fired from aircraft drifting with the 
wind; however, normally there will be some differences in the velocities 
and also some wind gusts.   Therefore, for a comparison of the wind 
effects on the different configurations and an investigation of the effects 
of static margin, it will be considered that the rocket with no lateral 
velocity is fired into a constant velocity crosswind that does not vary 
with altitude or time. 

The variations of the dispersion with crosswind velocity are shown 
in Fig.  25.    The computed dispersion increases linearly with cross- 
wind velocity and shows no notable difference with configuration.    In 
Fig.  26, the variation of vehicle static margin <dCm/dCjg-)a_Q with 
flight time,  taking into account the shift in center of gravity, is pre- 
sented.   The data show that in the flight time period the rocket would 
weathercock into the wind.   All the configurations have similar static 
margins and therefore would turn equally fast into the wind. 

Vehicle static margin controls, to some extent, how rapidly the 
vehicle responds to the crosswind.   Since the rocket is thrusting and 
therefore gaining velocity, the slower the rocket responds to the cross- 
wind the smaller the actual angle it will end up turning into the wind. 
Therefore, the static margin should have some control over how much 
the rocket is affected by the crosswind, and many designers use a low 
static margin to minimize the effect of the wind.   To investigate this 
phenomenon, trajectories were computed for the vehicle with constant 
static margin with respect to flight time.   That is, the pitching moment 
was calculated and input into the 6-DOF program such that (dCm/dCN)ff=Q 
remained constant with flight time.    Values of (dCm/dC]sj)    Q = -0. 1 
and -1.0 were used with the vehicle fired into a 10-ft/sec crosswind. 
The results are presented in Fig.  27 as the lateral displacement varia- 
tion with distance downrange.   The computed results show that the wind 
effects can indeed be reduced, but the sacrifice in static margin must 
be very large to make any sizable reductions.    Before reducing the 
static margin to reduce wind effects, the corresponding increase in 
launch effects caused by the reduction of static margin must be con- 
sidered.    A comparison of the dispersion caused by launch error to that 
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caused by wind effects as the static margin is decreased is shown in 
Fig. 28.   As was noted earlier, a drastic reduction must be made in the 
static margin to substantially reduce the wind effects.   The computed 
results show that with this reduction in static margin the dispersion 
caused by the nominal launch error magnifies greatly and completely 
overshadows any reduction in wind dispersion.   Therefore, it must be 
concluded that it is not advisable to reduce the static margin in an 
attempt to lower dispersion unless one is sure that there are essentially 
no launch errors. 

Actually, what would normally be encountered by the ATR in its 
flight would be changes in the relative wind or wind gusts.    Therefore, 
the dispersion caused by a wind gust lasting for one second and begin- 
ning at different flight times, tw„ was computed and is presented in 
Fig.  29.    The results indicate that the effect of the gusts reduces 
quickly with increasing wind gust starting time.   Of course, this is 
expected since the ATR accelerates rapidly, thus the wind component 
relative to the rocket velocity would be lower and thereby reduce the 
turning angle of the rocket.    These results point out that wind gusts 
after the first second of flight would not be too detrimental but do indi- 
cate the possible problem that might arise from aircraft and/or 
launcher flow-field effects. 

6.4.3  Thrust and Fin Misalignment Effects 

Dispersion can arise from thrust and/or fin misalignments.    Toler- 
ances on the rocket motor assembly can cause the thrust vector to act 
along a line offset both linearly and angularly from the aerodynamic 
centerline of the rocket (see Fig.  23).    Thus, the thrust force will pro- 
duce a moment.    Similarly, fin misalignments from manufacturing 
tolerances can cause slight asymmetric forces and moments which can 
result in dispersion. 

Since the thrust and fin misalignment forces and moments are body- 
fixed, their dispersion effects are dependent on the spin history of the 
vehicle.   Trajectories were computed for the vehicle with misalignments 
using the rolling moments produced by the beveled edges (N2T3) and the 
rolling moment of N2T5.   Also, a trajectory was computed with an 
initial roll rate, of 1000 rpm for the N2T5 configuration.    The spin-rate 
histories are presented as a function of flight time in Fig.  30.   The 
computed data show that the beveled fins produced an undesirable roll 
history as the spin rate reverses twice during the flight and crosses 
the model pitch-rate curve three times.    Both these factors would tend 
to produce large dispersions.    The N2T5 roll velocity doesn't change 
direction, and after the initial launch the spin rate stays above the pitch 
frequency. 
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Also shown in Fig.  30 are the variations of the total angle of attack 
with flight time for the vehicle with a linear thrust misalignment of 
0. 1 in. for the various roll-rate histories.    The computed data show 
that the total angle of attack remains quite low for the prespun vehicle. 
For N2T5 (pj = 0) the total angle of attack goes rapidly to 1. 75 deg and 
damps to less than 0. 1 deg after 1. 25 sec of flight time.    For the bevel 
fins, alpha total goes through perturbations as the roll rate passes 
through the pitch frequency. 

The effects of linear thrust, angular thrust, and fin misalignments 
on the missile dispersion are presented in Figs.  31,  32, and 33, 
respectively.    The thrust misalignment data show the large effect of 
spin history on dispersion.    The beveled fin rolling moment leads to 
dispersions as high as 2. 5 times those of the fins with the tab B and T5 
rolling moments.    Also, the data show the very favorable results from 
prespinning the vehicle.    Without prespin, the missile dispersion 
reaches 2 mils at a linear thrust misalignment of 0. 05 in.  (Fig. 31), at 
an angular misalignment of 0. 1 deg (Fig.  32),  and at a fin misalignment 
of 0. 55 deg (Fig.  33).    By prespinning the missile to 1000 rpm, the 
dispersion from a linear thrust misalignment of 0. 05 in. was only 
0. 24 mils,  a reduction of 88 percent.    The reductions in dispersions 
caused by angular thrust and fin misalignments were 93 and 89 percent, 
respectively, when the vehicle was initially spun to 1000 rpm. 

For the thrust misalignments (Figs.   31 and 32), the dispersion re- 
sults are essentially independent of configuration.   Since the misalign- 
ment of the fins for the different configurations will produce different 
forces and moments, the data (Fig.  33) show that the dispersion is 
slightly higher for the N2T5 configuration. 

6.4.4  Effects of Combined Launch and Misalignment Error 

The variation of dispersion caused by launch and misalignment 
error with initial spin rate is shown in Fig.  34.    The dispersion,  of 
course, depends on what combination of errors is assumed.    However, 
for the separate cases shown in Figure 34 the computed data indicate 
that an initial spin rate of 500 rpm would always be sufficient as the 
rate of decline of dispersion decreases substantially in this area.    The 
errors used for the combined effects study are considered to be near the 
maximum levels,  and with these errors the maximum dispersion for the 
cases considered is 2. 5 mils with an initial spin rate of 500 rpm. 

Also, for one set of combined errors the effect of fin opening time 
was investigated, and the results are shown in Fig. 35. The effects of 
fin opening time were investigated by assuming that the body-alone 
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aerodynamic characteristics applied until the designated fin opening 
time, and after this time the aerodynamic characteristics for the body 
with fins fully extended applied.   Although this type of assumption 
would obviously be invalid, since the fins would begin to open immedi- 
ately and aerodynamic characteristics other than the body-alone char- 
acteristics would be applicable until the fins were fully extended, the 
computed data do indicate that the dispersion caused by the combined 
errors will definitely rise quite rapidly as the time required for the 
fins to open increases.    It should be noted here that dispersion pro- 
duced by the aircraft flow field and launcher effects would probably 
decrease as the fin opening time increased, since there would be less 
stability to turn the vehicle to the flow and less fin surface to receive 
the high-pressure gradients produced by the launcher.    Regardless of 
the relative merits, it is eveident that if there are tipoff effects at 
launch a fast fin opening time will be necessary to hold the dispersion 
to an acceptable level. 

SECTION VII 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 

7.1   SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A development program for the aerodynamic shape of an Advanced 
Tactical Rocket (ATR) was conducted at Arnold Engineering Development 
Center.    The results of wind-tunnel tests and computer-calculated tra- 
jectory analyses indicate the following conclusions: 

1. All ATR configurations tested were statically stable 
throughout the flight Mach number regime. • 

2. The static margin was essentially the same for each of 
the configurations in the subsonic and transonic Mach 
number regime but increased with fin planform area in 
the critical supersonic Mach number regime. 

3. The addition of roll tabs,  cant angle, and conical pro- 
trusions to the fins increased the axial force but had no 
notable effect on the static stability. 

4. The slender nose (3-caliber) configurations had only 
slightly higher static margins, but had a notably lower 
drag at Mach numbers greater than 1. 3 when compared 
to the more blunt 2. 5-caliber nose. 

5. The axial-force coefficient increased with fin planform 
area. 
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6. The fins with the beveled leading edges produced un- 
desirable rolling moments which changed direction 
with increasing Mach number. 

7. The rolling moment produced by the roll tabs,  canted 
fins,  and conical protrusions remained in the same 
direction at all Mach numbers. 

8. The roll tab made by a pressing operation, thus 
leaving a void behind the tab, had a higher rolling 
moment than the conventional roll tab.    Therefore, 
if on the production projectile the tab is produced by a 
pressing operation the tab size must be reduced. 

9. The test data with the simulated jet plume indicate that 
the ATR should experience no notable effect of the 
plume during its flight. 

10. Reynolds number effects were slight, and constant aero- 
dynamic coefficients can be assumed for the high 
Reynolds number to be encountered during the ATR 
flight. 

11. The trajectory data indicate that a maximum Mach 
number of 4. 4 and a peak q,,, of 2.45 x 10^ psf are 
obtained at motor burnout. 

12. The maximum slant range obtained was 13, 360 ft for 
hi = 7000 ft, Yi = -30 deg, Vj = 844 ft/sec. 

13. The flight times (7i = -30 deg) were approximately 
3. 9 sec and 3. 1 sec for hi = 7000 ft and 5000 ft, 
respectively. 

14. Trajectory computations show that the drag is not of 
major concern when comparing the different ATR con- 
figurations since an increase of approximately 20 per- 
cent in drag increases the flight time by only 0. 10 sec 
and decreases the horizontal range by only 13 ft. 

15. The dispersion for a launch error producing initial 
angles of attack up to 2 deg or initial pitch rates up to 
0. 15 rad/sec is less than 2 mils. 

16. Large dispersions upwind result when the rocket is 
fired without a lateral velocity equal to that of the wind. 

17. The dispersion produced by the crosswind increases, in 
a near linear fashion with crosswind velocity. 
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18. Reducing the static margin to reduce dispersion 
caused by wind effects is not advisable because 
of the resulting rapid growth in dispersion caused 
by the launch effects. 

19. Wind gusts create large dispersions if they are 
encountered early in the flight of the rocket; how- 
ever wind gusts occurring late in the flight of the 
rocket - after it has substantial velocity - have 
little effect on dispersion. 

20. The roll-rate history has a significant effect on 
the dispersion produced by body-fixed moments 
such as thrust and fin misalignments. 

21. The roll-rate history produced by the bevel fins 
causes large untolerable dispersion. 

22. Only the T5 (tab fins) and the T9 (1/2-deg canted 
fin) fins produced acceptable rolling moments. 

23. A dispersion of 4 mils is obtained for a linear 
thrust misalignment of 0.10 in. for the fin con- 
figurations with roll tabs and no initial spin rate. 
This dispersion is reduced to 0. 5 mils by pre- 
spinning the vehicle to 1000 rpm. 

24. A dispersion of 3 mils is obtained for an angular 
thrust misalignment of 0. 15 deg for the fin con- 
figurations with roll tabs and no initial spin rate. 
This dispersion is reduced to 0. 2 mils by pre- 
spinning the vehicle to 1000 rpm. 

25. A dispersion of almost 4. 0 mils is obtained for a 
fin misalignment of 1. 0 deg with the roll tabs and 
no initial spin rate.   This dispersion is reduced 
to 0.38 mils by prespinning the vehicle to 1000 rpm. 

26. The major reduction in dispersion is accomplished 
by an initial spin rate of 500 rpm. 

27. Various combined launch and misalignment errors 
produced a maximum dispersion of 2. 5 mils with an 
initial spin rate of 500 rpm. 

28. Dispersion increased with fin opening time. 

7.2  CONFIGURATION SELECTION 

The experimental, trajectory, and dispersion analyses of the ATR 
configurations indicate that both the 2. 5- and 3. 0-caliber tangent ogive 
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noses will be acceptable since there are only slight effects of drag on 
the ATR performance.   There are no notable aerodynamic disadvantages 
to using the maximum chord length and most statically stable fins« and 
since an 11-deg sweep angle is desired for ease in mechanically open- 
ing the fins, the Phase 2 fins are the most adequate.   Only the T5 and 
Tg tail fins have an acceptable roll-rate history.    Therefore, the T5 
tab fin and the 1/2-deg canted fin, Tg, are the most desirable tail fins, 
and they may be used either with Ni or N2 with no notable change in 
performance.   An initial spin rate of 500 rpm is necessary for low dis- 
persion. 
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TABLE I 
TEST SUMMARY 

a.  Phase 1 

Fejj x 10"6 
Configuration 

"*. 
*lT0 NiTi NiTj N1T3 N2To N2T! NaT* N2T4B N2T4C NgT4D N2T2 N2TS 

0.3 8.3 X X X X X X X X 

0.6 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

I 10.5 X X X X X X 

7.4 X X X X X 

1 4.4 X X X X X 

0.8 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

0.9 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

1.0 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

1.1 17.1 X X X X X X X X 

1 13.8 X X X X X X 

1 10.5 X X X X X X 

T 7.4 X X X X X X 

1.3 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

1.5 13.8 X                  X X X X at X X X X X 

2.0 13.8 X X X X X X X X X X X 

10.5 X X X X X X X 

7.4 X X X X X X 

4.4 X X X X X X 

' 1.4 X X X X X X 

2.5 13.8 X X X X X X X X X X X 

3.0 13.8 X X X X X X X X X X X 

3.5 13.8 X X X X X X X X X X X 

4.0 13.8 X X X X X X X X 

10.5 X X X X 

7.4 X X X X X 

4.4 X X X X 

1.4 X X X X 

4.S 13.8 X X X X X X X X X X X 

TABLE I (Concluded) 
b.  Phase 2 

M. Re* x 10"e 
*2T5 N2T6 N2T7 N2Tg NzTB N2T10 N2T10(N) N2T11 N2Tl2 

0.3 8.3 X.P X X.P X X 
0.6 13.8 X.P X X.P X X 
0.8 X,P X X.P X X 
1.0 X, P X X.P X X 
1.1 X,P X X.P X X 
1.3 X.P X X.P X X 
2.0 X,P X X,P X.P X.P X X X 
2.5 X.P X,P X X 
3.5 X,P X X.P X X.P X X X 
4.5 | X.P X X.P X.P X.P X X X X 

<N)   Indicates nozzle simulator on 

P    Indicates plume simulation data 
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TABLE II 
TABULATED DATA (a = 0) 

a.   Configuration N2T4 

CD 

H CNa/dog Cyjdeg C^/deg Cn /deg 
P 

Cm /rad C„ /rad C« /rad 
q 

CYr/rad H    /ft-rad 

0.3 0.1622 -0.1622 -0.9750 0.9750 -2045.6 -2045.6 194.9 194.9 -2507 0.3265 

0.6 0.1493 -0.1493 -0.8832 0.8832 -1869.5 -1869.5 178.8 178.8 -2299 0.3195 

0.8 0.1470 -0.1470 -0.8973 0.8973 -1844.9 -1844.9 176.2 176.2 -2267 0.3144 

0.9 0.1537 -0.1537 -0.9546 0.9546 -1918.9 -1918.9 183.7 183.7 -2364 0.3036 

1.0 0.1854 -0.1854 -1.2118 1.2118 -2306.3 -2306.3 221.2 221.2 -2845 0.2919 

1.1 0.1779 -0.1779 -1.1614 1.1614 -2230.0 -2230.0 213.1 213.1 -2742 0.4824 

1.3 0.172 -0.172 -1.04 1.04 -2370.0 -2370.0 220.0 220.0 -2686 0.5470 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

3.0 

3.5 

4.5 

CNa/deg 

0.1721 

0.1378 

0.1163 

0.1063 

0.1007 

0.0942 

CYß/deK 

-0.1721 

-0.1378 

•0.1163 

-0.1063 

-0.1007 

-0.0942 

<VdeB 

-1.0535 

-0.6537 

-0.3972 

-0.2809 

-0.1427 

-0.0453 

C_ /deK 
6 

1.0535 

0.6537 

0.3972 

0.2809 

0.1427 

0.0453 

Cm /rad 

-2166.4 

-1747.5 

■1489.9 

-1369.8 

.1310.6 

.1233.7 

Cnr/iad 

-2166.4 

-1747.5 

-1489.9 

-1369.8 

-1310.6 

-1233.7 

CN  /rad 

206.6 

166.0 

140.8 

129.1 

122.9 

115.4 

2v /rad 

206.6 

166.0 

140.8 

129.1 

122.9 

115.4 

0.4487 

0.3870 

0.3377 

0.3044 

0.2735 

0.2322 

dC, mq 
/ft-rad 

a(axCK) 

-2658 

-2136 

-1812 

-1662 

-1582 

-1485 

> 
m 
D 
O 
i 
H 
3D 



TABLE II (Continued) 
b.   Configuration N2T2 

D 

3D 

CD 
00 

Ma> CM /deg 
a 

Cyp /deg C^/deg C    /deg C_ /rad C_ /rad nr 
Cw /rad 
™q 

CY  /rad C*t 
dCmq 

/ft-rad 
d(AxCg) 

0.3 0.1810 -0.1810 -1.1012 1.1012 -2199.1 -2199.1 213.4 213.4 0.3449 -2741 

0.6 0.1804 -0.1804 -1.1098 1.1098 -2165.1 -2165.1 211.4 211.4 0.3420 -2715 

0.8 0.1788 -0.1788 -1.1272 1.1272 -2151.5 -2151.5 209.8 209.8 0.4270 -2694 

0.9 0.1810 -0.1810 -1.1546 1.1546 -2179.4 -2179.4 213.1 213.1 0.3265 -2736 

1.0 0.1881 -0.1881 -1.1952 1.1952 -2251.9 -2251.9 220.2 220.2 0.3220 -2827 

1.1 0.200 -0.200 -1.33 1.33 -2536.3 -2536.3 247.4 247.4 0.4929 -3177 

1.3 0.207 -0.207     - -1.38 1.38 -2530.0 -2530.0 242.0 242.0 0.544 -3(60 

1.5 0.2070 -0.2070 -1.3367 1.3367 -2500.8 -2500.8 243.4 243.4 0.4914 -3126 

2.0 0.1799 -0.1799 -1.0479 1.0479 -2184.2 -2184.2 212.0 212.0 0.4040 -2723 

2.5 0.1497 -0.1497 -0.7187 0.7187 -1839.7 -1839.7 177.5 177.5 0.3641 -2280 

3.0 0.1364 -0.1364 -0.5739 0.5739 -1687.4 -1687.4 162.5 162.5 0.3228 -2085 

3.5 0.1222 -0.1222 -0.3727 0.3727 -1605.0 -1605.0 153.4 153.4 0.2844 -1972 

4.0 0.1156 -0.1156 -0.2734 0.2734 -1457.6 -1457.6 138.8 138.8 0.2587 -1785 

4.5 0.1143 -0.1143 -0.2337 0.2337 -1447.0 -1447.0 125.1 125.1 0.2429 -1769 



TABLE II (Continued) 
Tabulated Data (a - 0) 

c.   Configuration N2T3 and all Phase 2 Fins 

CO 
CD 

00 CN  /deg 
a CY/J/des S/dcg C_  /deK 

S 
cmq/

rad C„   /rad CN /rad Cy /rad . ,             /ft-rad 
5(Axcg) 

0.3 0.1669 -0.1669 -1.0476 1.0476 -1987.6 -1987.6 194.3 194.3 -2494 

0.6 0.1698 -0.1698 -1.0228 1.0228 -1999.4 -1999^.4 197.1 197.1 -2530 

0.8 0.1780 -0.1780 -1.1082 1.1082 -2116.1 -2116.1 208.6 208.6 -2677 

0.9 0.1820 -0.1820 -1.1605 1.1605 -2141.3 -2141.3 211.8 211.8 -2718 

1.0 0.1840 -0.1840 -1.1829 1.1829 -2186.5 -2186.5 216.1 216.1 -2774 

1.1 0.1927 -0.1927 -1.22 1.22 -2277.6 -2277.6 224.1 224.1 -2876 

1.3 0.195 -0.195 -1.23 1.23 -2380.0 -2380.0 230.0 230.0 -2961 

1.5 0.2034 -0.2034 -1.2859 1.2859 -2409.2 -2409.2 236.8 236.8 -3040 

2.0 0.1880 -0.1880 -1.0959 1.0959 -2232.9 -2232.9 219.1 219.1 -2814 

2.5 0.1592 -0.1592 -0.8007 0.8007 -1914.6 -1914.6 186.7 186.7 -2398 

3.0 0.1455 -0.1455 -0.6366 0.6366 -1762.5 -1762.5 171.3 171.3 -2200 

3.5 0.1337 -0.1337 -0.4421 0.4421 -1643.9 -1643.9 158.5 158.5 -2037 

4.0 0.1269 -0.1269 -0.3568 0.3568 -1566.0 -1566.0 150.7 150.7 -1937 

4.5 0.1197 -0.1197 -0.2839 0.2839 -1489.9 -1489.9 142.8 142.8 -1836 
> 
m □ 



TABLE II (Concluded) 
Roll and Axial-Force Data 

> 
o o 

o o 

M. 
N2T5 N2T8 N2Tg N2Tio N2T3 (TAB B) 

°At CJL CAt Cj CAt Ci CAt C£ CAt Cje 

0.3 0.4215 0.0914 0.3830 0.0516 0.3804 0.0285 0.4170 0.3550 0.3737 -0.1517 
0.6 0.3975 0.0970 0.3740 0.0519 0.3722 0.0288 0.4100 0. 3620 0.3580 -0. 1630 
0.8 0.4140 0.1012 0.3830 0.0534 0.3838 0.0294 0.4160 0.3650 0.3561 -0.1686 
0.9                 0.3582 -0.1720 
1.0 0.6480 0.1101 0. 5350 0.0619 0.5408 0.0320 0.5570 0.3825 0.3779 -0.1730 
1.1 0.7295 0.1129 0. 6460 0.0650 0.6540 0.0309 0. 6840 0.3751 0.5400 -0. 1767 
1.3 0.6966 0.1135 0.6170 0.0650     0.6480 0.3620 0.5960 -0. 1790 
1.5                 0.5395 -0. 1793 
2.0 0.5030 0.0740 0.4580 0.0580 0.4665 0.030 0.5170 0.4020 0.4456 -0. 1253 
2.5 0.0423 0.0550 0. 3800 0.0540 0.4520 0.0256 0.4330 0.3140 0.3694 -0. 0901 
3.0       --_         0.3338 -0. 0728 
3.5 0.3080 0.0220 0.3030 0.0490 0.3113 0.0182 0.3280 0.1710 0.2968 -0.0617 
4.0                 0.2785 -0.0531 
4.5 0.2730 0.0145 0. 2600 0.0460 0.2600 0.0159 0;2675 0.1200 0.2496 -0.0506 

For All Fins 
M. 

0.3 -4.85 
0.5 -5.15 
1.0 -6.30 
1.3 -6.60 
1.5 -6.50 
2.0 -6.40 
3.0 -6. 10 
4.5 -5.75 
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